Creative Tacoma:
One year later

It’s Wednesday evening

It’s one of several efforts spurred last year by the TacomaPierce County Chamber of Commerce Foundation to nurture

at King’s Books in Tacoma, and what looks at first like an

a young demographic known as the ‘creative

unusually crowded night of book-browsing is actually the

It’s a concept championed by economic development

In late 2005, Dr. Florida was invited to speak at the

latest installment in the city’s effort to foster creativity.

expert Dr. Richard Florida, Ph.D. that presents the following:

Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber’s annual meeting. John

Twice a month, evening events are organized under a loose

businesses today are not choosing where to locate based on

Folsom, Chair of the Chamber Board, recalls that attendees

collective with one simple goal: draw the city’s young adults

incentive packages, but rather if the area can offer the talent

were inspired by Dr. Florida’s message. “He gave a program

to local businesses for conversation and networking.

they need to compete successfully in a global environment.

and talk that was significantly impressive,” recalls Folsom,

To grow and prosper, says Florida, regions must have high

who later met with Chamber president David W. Graybill

concentrations of creative workers in a variety of fields:

to see about channeling some of those energies and ideas

technology, research and design, arts and culture, and

locally. The idea was to collaborate with Dr. Florida’s group

professional and managerial occupations. In addition, it

to create a pilot project that would aim to encourage the

Evidence of the group’s presence is everywhere at this

must provide opportunities for education and training for

growth of a creative class in Tacoma.

independent bookstore. There’s a raffle at the door, hand

this creative class of workers.

Welcome to Love Tacoma’s

“Feed Your Head.”

class.’

But more than simply making Tacoma fun and creative,

stamps for visitors, the noisy din of conversation, and a
steady stream of customers completing purchases. By

Florida points to statistics: namely, in the United States,

Folsom and Graybill saw an opportunity to build on

the end of the night, most of the people here will have

40 million creative workers comprise 30 percent of the

economic development benefits that were already growing

migrated across the parking lot to Doyle’s pub for a friendly

workforce. Locally, in Tacoma and Pierce County, 62,500

in the region. “The message seemed a perfect fit for

competition of Tacoma trivia.

of these workers earn nearly 40 percent of the area’s wages.

Tacoma,” says Graybill, who adds it complemented a

And a majority of those workers fit into a demographic of

designation Tacoma-Pierce County received in 2004, when

20- to 30-year-olds.

it was named one of “America’s

Most Livable

Communities” by Partners for Livable Communities.
“It was an appropriate add-on to Tacoma’s downtown
revitalization. We were interested in the economic growth
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potential for the creative sector in Tacoma. We were

(CCLP) — the first of its kind in any U.S. city. The project

incubator where current and emerging artists can work, learn,

intrigued by the relevance of Dr. Florida’s message to

has served as an umbrella for six teams that, over the past

and live;

what was occurring --

and what could
potentially occur -- in Tacoma.”

Folsom and Graybill formed a steering committee. In

year, have worked (with ongoing assistance from Florida’s
team) to ensure that Tacoma has what Dr. Florida calls the

Communications: Working to share the efforts

four “T”s — Talent, Technology, Tolerance, and Territorial

of Creative Cities Leadership Project teams.

Assets — needed to attract the creative class.

addition to the pair, the committee also included Ryan
Petty, director of the City of Tacoma’s Community and
Economic Development Department; Nancy Davis,
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CCLP is a pilot project. In its first year, it experienced many
The teams include:

teams found their goals were too ambitious considering

governmental relations officer at Metro Parks Tacoma;

Love Tacoma: Working with other community and

Cathy Brewis, director of marketing at The News Tribune;

arts organizations to host popular cultural events for current

volunteers, and teams did not have a budget to carry out their

Julia Garnett, community development manager at Russell

and prospective Tacoma-Pierce County residents;

projects), while other teams excelled thanks to contributions

Investment Group; Rose Lincoln, president of the Greater

the resources available (the 30 project participants were

from private businesses and local institutions. And still other

Tacoma Community Foundation; and Joanne Buselmeier,

Project EDEN: Working with community members

finance and administration manager at Tacoma-Pierce

and organizations in the Hilltop district expand the ethnic

further into their work, and better understood what they

County Chamber of Commerce.

dining corridor on Martin Luther King Way;

wanted to accomplish.

They also met with business and government leaders to

Team Green: Working with area manufacturers,

This report, which was compiled after interviewing 17 people

raise money to bring Dr. Florida and his team back to

builders, and businesses to create a “Green Alliance” based

who participated in CCLP, is designed to look at the first year

Tacoma to teach a two-day seminar. Sixty people were

on green design and sound ecological standards;

of this pilot project, and, on a team-by-team basis, examine

nominated to attend that seminar; 30 were selected. Seminar
participants did extensive advanced reading of Florida’s

Connected Individuality: Working with

work. They also prepared for the seminar through surveying

area businesses and organizations to expand diversity and

and outreach within their social and work environments to

business internship and mentoring opportunities for people

get a sense of what their communities would want to see out

from diverse ethnic backgrounds;

of the project. And they agreed to share Florida’s theories
with their constituents throughout the year.

Arts Technology Ecosystem: Working
with area arts organizations to build awareness of Tacoma-

The seminar occurred in September 2006, and culminated
in the creation of the Creative Cities Leadership Project
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of the challenges associated with first-time endeavors. Some

Pierce County’s vibrant art community and to create an arts

teams found that their original goals changed as they delved

the following:
-- What goals did each set to promote the creative class
in Tacoma?
-- What were some of teams’ successes?
-- What were some of the challenges that each team faced?
-- At the end of the first year, how will these efforts continue
so that growing a creative class is a sustainable endeavor?

Love Tacoma
Coming out of the Creative Cities seminar, the task for the

to move to Portland or Seattle because they don’t have that

largely untouched. Because of this, Metro parks eventually

Love Tacoma team seemed simple enough: create a fun

social network here.”

became less involved.

environment with cultural events that would appeal to the
creative

class. For a social person like Gina

Throw fun events for young
adults in Tacoma. It seems
simple, right?

Breukelman, development

In January, after a shaky first three months, the team
regrouped. Instead of small events for groups of 20 people
of all ages, it aimed to attract large groups in a specific
demographic — young professionals and creative types. It

director at Tacoma’s Emergency

The first few events felt too

tapped the resources of some local businesses that already

Food Network and chair of the Love

structured, according to

employed the kind of people CCLP was trying to target.

Tacoma committee, it was a chance to
create something that was sorely needed

team members, and didn’t exactly target the right
demographic. One event involved glass-blowing,
but limited attendance to only 20 people, and required

in Tacoma.

registration and fees for attendees. “It was just more
“One of the things that really struck

stress than I think most of us wanted,” says Breukelman.

me about Tacoma was its lack of
social connectedness between young

Another challenge: How to involve Metro Parks, which

professionals,” explains Breukelman.

was an early stakeholder in Love Tacoma.

“For people who grow up in Tacoma and
move away, they find it easy to move back

demographic was

friendships. But a lot
of people that have
transplanted here from
a more difficult time meeting

people and making friends. A lot of people talk about wanting
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events for children, families, and seniors;
however, the 20- to 30-year-old

and maintain their

somewhere else have

Metro Parks was successful in programming

Rusty George Creative stepped forward and built a Web site
for no charge. BCRA Design contributed its services to create
a logo for the group; and Print Northwest offered to produce
cards and flyers at no cost.

The group also started to focus its
attention on a single event.

“One of

the

Tacomathings that really struck me ab
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r
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“What we started promoting was a big splash event that
would be no cost to people, and in a bigger space,” says
Roxanne Murphy, a Love Tacoma committee member and

“The overall goal has been to attract,

community relations specialist at the City of Tacoma.

unite, and retain twenty- to thirty-

That “big splash event” was held on June 12. Entitled “Chill

somethings throughout the city,”

Today, Love Tacoma has momentum. Its Web site has drawn

at Pacific Grill,” the event drew 150 people to the downtown

explains Murphy. “The notion is that if

500 subscribers who receive announcements of upcoming

bar and seafood restaurant for cocktails and socializing. The
restaurant created a signature drink for Love Tacoma and
extended its happy hour. By evening’s end, the group had
found traction.

we give them a vast social network, and
then also introduce them to amenities
within downtown, not only will they be

Since then, Love
Tacoma has
hosted two events
per month. There was the
“Hipster Boutique Tour,” which gathered 15 young women
for a walking tour of downtown Tacoma’s small-business
clothiers. “Swiss Kiss” was held at a pub near the University

more likely to hang out downtown, but
hopefully they will be more prone to
living, working, playing, and staying
here. It’s all about trying to get that
creative class going within Tacoma.”

events. The group also hosts a MySpace page with 300
MySpace friends. A committee meets once a week to
discuss ideas for upcoming events.
A key aspect to Love Tacoma is promoting small businesses.
After its inaugural event at Pacific Grill drew 150 people,
other businesses started to contact Murphy and Bruekelman
about hosting its next event. This has been a challenge for
the group — namely, not turning it into a giant marketing
vehicle for businesses while still supporting small
businesses. “We think small businesses are great,”
explains Bruekelman, “but we don’t want to overwhelm our

of Washington Tacoma downtown campus; the pub’s

audience with mass e-mails about things they don’t care

owner provided free appetizers and created three signature

about. We don’t want to have people Spam-filtering us.”

cocktails for Love Tacoma attendees. The “MLK Nosh” sent
Love Tacomans on a dining crawl of the restaurants and

Still, she recognizes the importance of connecting Love

bars on Martin Luther King, Jr. Way in Tacoma’s Hilltop

Tacoma participants to local businesses. “Local businesses

neighborhood. And there was the aforementioned “Feed Your

and young professionals need to connect,” she says.

Head” night, with browsing at King’s Books and a
trivia contest next door at Doyle’s pub.
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“Businesses need customers, and young people need
some place to go. We’re trying to offer that mix.”

How do you sustain

Love Tacoma?

One idea: the group has looked at forming a non-profit
organization. It’s a move that would allow Love Tacoma
to accept donations for support services that, so far,
have been donated. In some sense, it has already moved
in a similar direction. It has joined Greater Tacoma
Community Foundation (GTCF), which will serve as its
parent organization and fiscal agent. Many non-profit civic
and charitable organizations can join GTCF, which in turn

Project EDEN

The team had several goals.

For members of Project EDEN, Creative Cities provided

locals, but off the radar to visitors and residents outside of

the opportunity to spotlight one of Tacoma’s often
overlooked jewels — a culinary goldmine of ethnic
restaurants lining Martin Luther King Jr., Way in the
city’s Hilltop neighborhood.

First, raise awareness of an existing area amenity —
namely, a group of 13 bars and ethnic restaurants popular for
the neighborhood.

Second, utilize the momentum raised by that awareness
to lure three new businesses to the MLK corridor within the
first year of the Creative Cities Project.

connects them to individuals and organizations that wish to

Finally, conduct a survey of Tacoma residents to

donate to these organizations.

gauge their interests, awareness, and perceptions of the
Hilltop neighborhood.

For Lisa, a 29-year-old Tacoma newcomer, Love Tacoma
has basically opened the door to a social life in her new

“The link I made between our project and Creative Cities

city. “I didn’t know how else I was going to meet people

is the sense of place,” says Ryan Mello, a Project EDEN

here,” she says.

team member, Pierce County Conservation Director for the
Cascade Land Conservancy, and elected commissioner
for Metro Parks Tacoma. “I think what we found, at least

TEAM NAME: Love Tacoma
TEAM MEMBERS: Gina Breukelman, Theresa Bastian, Jon Ketler, Amy McBride, Seong Shin
VOLUNTEERS: Derek Lunde, Kristine Nims, Holly Weiman, John Dorsey, Roxanne Murphy, Rusty George
SUCCESSES: Hosting events twice-a-month that draw young people to neighborhood businesses for drinks,

for people in my age group — late-twenties — is that
young and creative people care about small shops and
urban villages. I think for people looking to move to a new
area, they are looking for character, a sense of place, and
community. They don’t want big box stores. They don’t want

entertainment, and socializing; utilizing the Web to create a Web site and MySpace page that has helped create a membership

it to look like anywhere else in America. They don’t want

list nearing 400 people.

sprawl heaven.”

team; deciding whether to grow into a non-profit organization in order to ensure continued sustainability.

Ultimately, Project EDEN (“EDEN” stands for “Ethnic Dining

CHALLENGES: Trying to create events that incorporated Metro Parks Tacoma, an early stakeholder in the Love Tacoma

and Entertainment Now”) hope to create and promote some
of Hilltop’s existing neighborhood amenities in a way that
would appeal to the creative class.
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As far as team member Marilyn Strickland, a development

Mello and Strickland agree the goal, which was established

officer at Tacoma Public Libraries, was concerned, the

during the two-day workshop, seemed easy on paper,

Hilltop neighborhood is all about food. “If

you look
at the businesses that have been around
awhile and have done well in the Hilltop,
they all have food in common,” she explains,
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but proved difficult in reality. But they point to projects
underway, unconnected to Creative Tacoma, which might
draw in more businesses. In September 2007, the Martin
Luther King Jr. Housing Development Association broke

listing off the ethnic restaurants that are neighborhood

ground on a mixed-use project at 11th and MLK that will

anchors: Le Le, Vicala Market, Thai Garden, and Quickie Too

provide 100,000 square feet of office and retail space, and

(a vegan cafe). “People gather around food.”

affordable housing for 50-60 families.

That being said, the Project EDEN team members set out to

“It was ambitious,” admits Mello. “I don’t think we can claim

create a dining map of the Hilltop neighborhood, specifically

three new businesses actually opened.”

focusing on bars and restaurants located near MLK. It

New Tacoma Neighborhood Council to pay for printing costs.

Finally, looking ahead to next year, the
team still plans to conduct a survey
of Tacoma residents to gauge their
interests, awareness, and perceptions
of the Hilltop neighborhood. The biggest

Even today, one year later, the maps can be found at coffee

challenge, as with many of the teams, is finding the time and

shops, bookstores, restaurants, bars, and farmers markets

resources to administer it. One idea: partner with local media

throughout the city.

to help facilitate the survey and reach a wider audience.

collaborated with the Upper Tacoma Business District to
create a foldable restaurant map that included 13 business
located between South 9th Street and South 14th Street,
along the MLK corridor. It also received funding from the

The map was successful in highlighting local dining and

of the other goals — drawing three new businesses to the

TEAM NAME: Project EDEN
TEAM MEMBERS: Marilyn Strickland, Ryan Mello, Karen Jenkins
SUCCESSES: Hilltop Dining map created to identify 13 ethnic restaurants, neighborhood bars, and small-food

neighborhood — was a challenge.

businesses along Martin Luther King, Jr. Way.

entertainment establishments. But the momentum it fostered
was also meant to pique the interest of new businesses. One

CHALLENGES: Trying to meet an ambitious goal to draw three news businesses to the Hilltop / MLK neighborhood;
finding the right partner to facilitate a survey that would gauge interests, awareness, and perceptions of the Hilltop by people
outside the neighborhood.
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Team Green

-- If such a Green Alliance were formed, would your
organization consider being a member?
-- What would you and your organization expect to get out of
being involved in a Green Alliance?

Do green business practices promote an environment

to 30-year-olds, we could create a real centralized area for

amenable to the creative class?

younger people to work,” adds Mason.

It’s a question the Team Green team attempted to answer

If a Green Alliance could be formed, it would connect green

The survey results revealed that while most people felt that

over the past year.

businesses to form a “critical mass” of similar businesses

creating the organization and finding partnerships with local

in Pierce County; increase the demand for green products

businesses was achievable, a major concern was who would

The team’s mission was to create a “Green Alliance” of local

and services through a directory of local green businesses;

then step forward to lead the alliance.

merchants that would support, promote, and build awareness

and influence policy for government incentives to implement

for environmentally-friendly businesses and organizations

environmental best practices.

that offer green products and services.
The first step was to survey the level of community interest

-- How valuable is the Green Alliance to you personally?
How valuable is the Green Alliance to your organization?

“People placed strong value in
sustainability, and were interested in
the issues,” says Lynnette Claire, an assistant

“If we became known as a hub for green products and

in a Green Alliance. To that end, the team embarked on a

services — and the community at large supported greenness

comprehensive survey of 26 leaders in the fields of business,

Business and Leadership, and Team Green team member.

— it would attract more business and people,” says Evette

policy-making, education, media, and the environment. The

“But there wasn’t really a strong feeling that a Green Alliance

Mason, Team Green team member and community relations

survey was supported by the University of Puget Sound,

was needed. And we couldn’t find anyone ready to step up to

manager at the Port of Tacoma.

which provided $1,500 and help from two students.

take a leadership position.”

But how did that connect to the larger
goal of drawing a creative class to
Tacoma and Pierce County?

The survey asked questions in a variety of areas:

Mason echoes that observation: “It just seemed that the
thought was that [the people we interviewed] didn’t have

-- What is your organization doing now in terms of
environmentally-friendly business practices or green

“We honestly believed that if there’s this kind of energy
around green products and businesses, some of these
businesses would be cutting edge, and of interest to 20-

products and services?
-- Would a Green Alliance be a good use of your personal
time and resources?
-- What is the greatest concern for your organization as it
relates to the mission of the alliance?
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professor at the University of Puget Sound’s School of

the time, money, or staffing to commit.”
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Still, at the end of the first year, Claire feels

the process was a good “conversation

starter.” Team Green members say they will

form a committee to move the initiative forward. And the
information could be handed off to other organizations
interested in taking up the task.
Case in point: headed into year two, Tacoma Mayor Bill
Baarsma’s Green Ribbon Climate Action Task Force would
like to incorporate the data into its efforts. The group was
formed in spring of 2007, and will be required to have
strategies formalized and presented to City Council by
June 2008. Dale Anderson, a principal at BCRA Design
and a member of the mayor’s task force, thinks that if two
organizations — CCLP and the mayor’s task force — can
show councilmembers that a need exists for environmental
business practices, it will carry more weight. “They could
see two sources are saying there’s a need for this,”
says Anderson. “The more sources you have saying
the same thing, the better.”

Connected Individuality
While much of CCLP’s focus is to build an environment that
draws creative types to Tacoma and Pierce County from
outside areas, one team was tasked with identifying and
retaining home-grown talent, with a specific emphasis on
young people of different ethnic backgrounds.
That team is Connected Individuality.

Its goal was to work with area
businesses and organizations to
expand diversity and business internship
and mentoring opportunities for people
from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
“We felt there is so much untapped talent here in Tacoma,”
says Kim Piotrowski, employment development director at
Columbia Bank and Connected Individuality team member.
“We believed that if talent grows up here, and we have
internship opportunities here, people will stay — which

TEAM NAME: Team Green
TEAM MEMBERS: Benjii Bittle, Lynnette Claire, Evette Mason, Jane Shanaman, Stuart Young, Diane Lachel
SUCCESSES: Surveyed 26 business leaders on “best business practices” for the environment; collected data that could
be used for future efforts of environmental protection in Tacoma.

CHALLENGES: Difficult to identify individuals with the time or resources to step forward to lead the alliance.

is one of Florida’s premises.”
The team put a timeline on their project. At the end
of its first year, it will identify a local organization with
expertise in mentoring young people for careers. That
organization is the Vision Center, which is headed up
by Pastor Lawrence White of Church of the Living God
in Tacoma’s Hilltop neighborhood.
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Piotrowski recalls meeting Pastor White during a leadership

had funding available for internship vacancies at Tacoma

workshop at the Edge Learning Institute. During a break, the

businesses that were going unfilled, mostly because they

two started discussing their work. Pastor White described the

did not have a local recruiting arm. And Pastor White was

Vision Center: a non-profit arm of the church and a satellite

familiar with INROADS, too, but had yet to connect with

“The beauty of this partnership is,

extension program for the Boys and Girls Club of Pierce

the organization.

absolutely, we can be helpful to

County that provides mentoring in education and career
training for youth. Piotrowski

described the
Creative Cities Project, and her team’s
goal of trying to develop local talent for
careers in creative fields.

In the end, the three parties agreed Vision Center would

INROADS,” explains Pastor White.

be a recruiting arm for INROADS. The Vision Center was

“We are already working with young

already doing much of the mentorship and tutoring that
assists in applying for the INROADS program.

people to make better choices and
be more productive. As we progress

That conversation led to a meeting between Pastor White,
Piotrowski, and representatives of INROADS, a national

young people through our program,

non-profit organization that helps minority youth find

we can identify opportunities with

meaningful careers and prepares them for community

INROADS that could be made available.

leadership. Specifically, INROADS places people in twoand four-year college internships in the fields of business

We’re really looking at this as a hand-

management, engineering, computer and information

off to INROADS, in a sense, as well as

sciences, and others.

looking at a collaborative infrastructure

Piotrowski was familiar with INROADS. A Columbia Bank

so it can continue.”

employee she knew had gone through the program, and was
now a branch manager. She was also aware that INROADS

TEAM NAME: Connected Individuality
TEAM MEMBERS: Vazaskia Caldwell, Georgia Lomax, Kim Piotrowski, Julie Williams
SUCCESSES: Connecting locally with the Vision Center at Church of the Living God, and INROADS nationally, to
identify internship opportunities for area youth.
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Arts Technology Ecosystem

of challenges, Fry focused more on identifying some of the
arts communities that already exist in Tacoma. He became
a blogger himself, and tried to promote some of the online

Similar to Project EDEN, the Arts and Technology team came

resources available to artists: Tacoma Arts Community,

out of its two-day seminar with an ambitious goal. Whereas

Tacoma Arts Cooperative, and the Tacoma Arts commission.

Project EDEN wanted to draw three new businesses to
the Hilltop’s MLK

corridor — a daunting

“I’m not going to say our group created those things,”

task for most

fully-staffed economic

says Fry. “But we certainly saw those facets of arts and

development parks, let

technology in our meetings and the work we did. They exist

alone a volunteer group

here in Tacoma. You don’t necessarily create that. You foster

of community leaders who

it, and you promote what you find.”

formed Project EDEN — the
Arts Technology Ecosytem team wanted to create

He has also had discussions with local blogger Derek

a full-service arts incubator that would assist individuals in

Young, who runs the Tacoma blog Exit133. Young, who is

creating small businesses through art.

already actively promoting arts events and hosting videos
by local artists on his Web site, has expressed interest in

Other goals also formed within the team: leverage
technology — such as the Web, streaming video, and

collaborating on a television program, Collage TV, which
would highlight local artists and their work.

podcasts — to promote the local arts community online, and
create a local television program that would promote the arts.

The team’s most daunting task was the arts incubator.

Andrew Fry, Assistant Director of Industry Partnerships at

“Initially, the idea was to create a stable matrix of accessible

the Institute of Technology at the University of Washington
Tacoma, took the lead on leveraging technology to
support artists. Originally, the idea would be only one
of many services that an arts incubator would offer.
But when the arts incubator faced its own set

twenty & twenty-one

resources for emerging artists,” says Paul Schrag, an
artist, journalist, and member of the Arts and Technology
team who led the effort to create an arts incubator. “We
have 10 different kinds of support for small business

“In
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ventures of every sort — federal, state, local, non-profit,

invite an organization that was already efficient at developing

“I think the idea is still valuable, it’s still relevant, and it’s

“It’s hard for me to point

private institutions and organizations — all dedicated to

an arts incubator,” says Schrag.

still needed,” he says. “But I think it’s going to have to take

to the Arts and Technology

on a different form than was originally intended, and there’s

group and say, ‘This

going to have to be some more people involved.”

happened as a result,’”

sheltering small businesses through the early stages of their
emergence. But most of those don’t work for artists.”

He learned, however, that Arts Space had already been to

Schrag was interested in the idea long before Creative

Tacoma in 2003. Though the organization’s study showed a

Cities was launched. He had seen similar idea launched in

need for artist live/work spaces in Tacoma, a development

“I think we really had a lofty goal of a physical arts

so much visibility for local

Chicago, New York, San Francisco, and Seattle. Currently,

project inspired by that study — the Artists Lofts project on

incubator,” says teammate Andrew Fry. “That was an aim-

arts organizations, particularly

Market Street downtown — had failed before it even broke

for-the-moon project. It was a great experience with a lot of

in gathering information for the arts

ground. According to Schrag, some city officials rejected the

good input. It just didn’t end up being an arts incubator.”

incubator, that we could say, ‘These arts

Everett is building a $20 million arts incubator. “Why

couldn’t we create something that
brings people together, provides them
with support, and offers them some
synergy?” asks Schrag.

says Fry. “But there was

idea of inviting Arts Space back to Tacoma – even though

organizations are out there.’ We were able

the Artists Lofts project was different in many ways from the

When Schrag looks back at the pilot project’s first year, he’s

to identify that so many things out there

team’s idea of an arts incubator.

pleased that the Arts Technology Ecosystem team was able

already exist.

to reinforce the need for support of artists in the city. But
Tacoma already had the William M. Factory Small

Schrag regrouped. He surveyed artists he knew in the

whether any action is taken remains to be seen. In the

“I don’t expect the Arts and

Business Incubator — a relatively new, but hugely

community about launching an incubator on their own.

long-term, he says, the conversation needs to continue

Technology team

successful incubator that helps small business start-ups.

Over time, however, interest among artists and team

about recommitting Tacomans to emerging artists, people

is over,” he adds. “I

Why not create a similar model for artists interested in

members waned. “There was a lot of mission drift,” he

who live and work here, and contribute to the foundational

think it might be worthwhile

turning what they do creatively into their livelihoods?

explains. “As we kept trying to re-orient ourselves, people

fabric of the community. That means providing support

to take on smaller, bite-sized project. It would make sense

became less involved. We ended up at a point of disillusion

to emerging artists, younger artists, and people who have

to me to continue to move forward. I look at so many people

He started working on the project by meeting with local

as conversations continued, but not a lot of concrete action

decided that they would like to try making a living doing

around the South Sound and feel like they are part of this

artists within the community to understand what they would

moved forward.”

something they enjoy.

growing creative community.”

topic on many different levels: how had other cities tried

Personally, Schrag had to pull away completely from the

to create arts incubators? Where were arts incubators

arts incubation idea. He was spending 20 hours per week

successful? Where had they failed?

working on it, on top of his work as a full-time journalist.

TEAM NAME: Arts Technology Ecosystem
TEAM MEMBERS: Paul Schrag, Andrew Fry, Michele Johnson, Jean Jackman, John Kelly, Diane Lachel, Mark

Eventually, he identified Arts Space, an organization based in

Was the arts incubation idea a complete failure?

need in an incubator. He also spent time researching the

Minneapolis, which specialized in developing arts incubators
in U.S. cities. “That seemed like the quickest way to do it —
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Schrag says no.

Lindquist, Tom Luce, Stephanie Stebich

VOLUNTEERS: Margaret Payne, Patricia Lecy-Davis, Chip Van Gilder, Julie Bennett
SUCCESSES: Extensive research compiled on the feasibility of an arts incubator; identification of existing arts
organizations and communities.

CHALLENGES: Difficulty finding momentum needed to create an arts incubator.

Communications

Conclusions

Finally, considering all the work CCLP teams tackled over

together presentations, the Communications team offered

the past year, a team was formed to provide Information

its assistance.

What’s next for Tacoma’s

recommendation made by Dr. Florida’s group. That task

More than that, says team member David Andrus,

Some teams will continue into a second year.

was assigned to the Communications team.

who also works in the Creative Services division at

Technology and Communications support, based on a

The biggest project for the Communications team was

Creative Cities pilot project?

Boeing, the Communications team provided inter-team

Love Tacoma’s momentum is strong. It has a two-page list

“For us to be involved, it’s very

administrative support.

of events it would like to work through. It would also like to

important,” explains Stuart Young,

continue to build its e-mail list (currently, a goal is to reach

creating a Web site that would consolidate all the teams into
one location. David Printz, owner of a small IT support and

“Part of the role of our team was to be a way to let the

Web design business, along with other Communications

different teams know what each other was working on,” he

1,000 members).

a principal at BCRA Design. The
company supported the project from

team members, stepped up to build a Creative Cities Web

explains. “And we also provided a certain amount of access

Connected Individuality has achieved its goals by identifying

site and provide technical support. From there, visitors

for the different teams to get resources, either from the

local and national organizations that have more resources

could click on each team name and be directed to individual

Chamber of other people within the community. The team

and experience in promoting homegrown talent.

pages that provided more information, such as mission,

was a way that, should [a team member] need to reach

team vision, and goals. The site also provided background

somebody, whether it was to put together a presentation or

Team Green, Project EDEN, and Arts Technology Ecosystem

teams. “It makes business sense. We

information on the Creative Cities concept, and how the

connect with others in the community, we could assist.”

(specifically related to the idea of an arts incubator) have

have a lot of young talent here, and

laid groundwork and collected data for existing and future

project was launched in Tacoma. If you were new to Tacoma
and learning about the city, Creative Tacoma’s Web site was

Additionally, the team met with the editorial board members

your entry point.

at The News Tribune and the Seattle Times to share its

organizations with similar goals.

the beginning, and many of its young
employees joined a variety of the CCLP

some of the feedback we get from
young people here is, ‘What is there

efforts. On June 11, 2007, Times editorial page editor James

An interesting aspect of this project in its first year is the

Additionally, when team members went out to the

Vesely wrote a column highlighting CCLP. It also formed

number of volunteers who stepped forward to assist the

community to present their ideas or needed help in putting

a speakers bureau that visited community organizations to

teams. What’s more interesting, though, is why they offered

our employees that we have a creative

share Creative Tacoma’s vision.

their services. Many of these businesses employ the same

culture, both inside our company and

TEAM NAME: Communications
TEAM MEMBERS: David Andrus, Randy Balogh, Marty Campbell, Peter Whitley
VOLUNTEERS: David Printz, Joanne Buselmeier, Jeff Stallings
SUCCESSES: Creating a Web site that would consolidate all the teams into one location.
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people that the Creative Cities program is trying to appeal to.

to do in Tacoma?’ It’s important to

within the community.”

Rusty George has similar thoughts.
“We donated our time to what we think is a worthy cause
because it is something that will connect professionals that,
under existing circumstances, wouldn’t have a chance to
get out there and meet each other,” says George, referring

Special thanks
to our sponsors

to his company’s assistance to Love Tacoma. George says
he has seen a competition for talented employees among
other design businesses, and many times it comes down
to what a city can offer in regards to a vibrant entertainment
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and recreation scene. “If you are going to hire people from
Seattle, New York City, Austin, and San Francisco, you need
to have something that’s not just a testament of what you are
working on. It’s not just about our portfolio. One of our ways
of enticing people to come to Tacoma is to sell them on
the great stuff that’s going on. We thought getting involved
would be a good reinforcement of trying to sell people on
coming to Tacoma and taking a shot in this city.”
For Holly Weiman, a 24-year-old designer at BCRA who,
along with three co-workers, joined the Love Tacoma team,
her involvement was a chance to raise awareness of some
of Tacoma’s cultural amenities to other young colleagues
who might be newly hired or working as interns. “It’s nice
for new employees to get involved in the city,” she says.
“Sometimes in Tacoma, it’s hard to know what’s going on.”
“I think we laid some foundation pieces for ongoing efforts,”
says steering committee chair Folsom. “I don’t think we’re
done. I think it’s been a conscience-raising activity in terms
of what our region’s attributes need to be in order to spur the
creative class here in Tacoma and Pierce County.”
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